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ABSTRACT

Classical and quantum relativistic mechanics a'a stir! . The 

notion of a "particle" is defined in the classical case and the interpretation 

of mechanics in space-time is clarified. These notions are carried over ',o 

the quantum theory, as much as possible. The relation between the results 

of Feynman's path integral approach and the theory of Horwitz and Piron is 

discussed. The "particle" interpretation is shown to imply an asymptotic 

condition for scattering. A general nethod of constructing the dynamical 

mass spectrum of composite "particle1' states is discussed. An interference 

experiment is proposed to affirm the interpretation F.nd applicability of 

Stueckelberg type wave functions for actual physical phenomena. Some discussion 

of the relationship of this relativistic quantum theory to Feynman's approach 

to quantum field theory, is also given.
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IHTBODUCTIOll

A widely accaptad belief among piiysieata la that any theory of 

elementary particles should satisfy the requirements Of special relativity 

and quantua theory. This belief is supported by a vast aaount of experimental 

data. Whether the ultinate theory of eleaentary particlos shoal'.: deal with 

finite or infinite nuaber of particles, is quite a different matter. This 

question is not likely to be answered by experimentin the forseable future.

In spite of that, ihe approach that is alaost universally adopted is that 

dealing with infinite nuaber of particles, naaely, relativistis quantua field 

theory. The aain reason is that the other approach {relativistic quantua 

mechanics) has led to considerable difficulties. This is apparent already 

on the single particle level. For example, the Eirae theory of the electron 

is plagued by the Klein paradox and the possibility of transition of an 

electron to negative energy states., in the presence of electromagnetic 

potentials. A way cut of these difficulties is by the introduction of the 

•Fermi sea", filled with negative energy electrons. The absence of a negative 

energy electron in the "sea", is interpreted as the presence of a positive 

energy positron. However, by the "Feral sea", we have introduced an infinite 

nuaber of degrees of freedoa into the Dirac theory. Thus, it is no longer 

a single particle theory.

At this point we aust mention that there exists a third approach 

to the theory of eleaentary particles known as the "S matrix” approach.

In this approach, the only physically meaningful questions are those concerning 

transition probabilities between some given initial and final states. Knowledge 

of the S aatrix is assumed to be equivalent to a complete description of a 

scattering systaa. The underlying theory in terms of which the S aatrix is 

calculated, aay involve finite or infinite number of particles.

This approach, ..initially suggested by Heisenberg, was elaborated 

by Faynaan in the contest of quantua electrodynamics. A negative

energy electron going backward* in tiae, is interpreted as a positron going 

forward in time. Electrons and poaitrona can be created and annihilated; hence, 

the nuaber of particles depanda on the interaction with the electroaagnetic 

field. However, the nmber of electron* ainus positrons is not changed.

This led Feynaan ^1'to suggest that one should follow the flow of charge 

and not the particles. If one follows the space-tiae trajectory of an electron

and intorprrts the positron as an electron fjojiir •■nckwa»"l'. in im.-;, ■ hor* a 

description in terms of finite number of particles is almost conplt-te. The 

problems that are still left are connected with the calculation of radiative 

corrections by perturbative methods They are common both to the Feynman and

the field theory approaches to quantum electrodynamics.
{2)

Feynman’s approach differs fr9m the Hamiltonian method "which 

considers the future as developing continuously from the past". Jn his approach
(4)

(see also Nambu ), the entire cpace-time history is laid out, and we jus-; 

become aware of increasing portions of it, successively. This Is an overall 

view of the complete scattering process, in which the temporal order of events 

during the scattering, is irrelevant. Thus, time is considered as a coordinate 

and looses its interpretation as an order parameter. An order parameter is 

necessary for the construction of a Lagrangian (or Hamiltonian) formalism.
(3A)

In this context, an order parameter "u" was introduced by Feynman and
/i.)

others . The quantity "u" was considered to be somewhat similar to proper 

time.

Feynman considered the Klein-Gordon equation to be the stationary 

case of a "Schroedingor" type equation,

t £  - j;(«■ ̂ y (*',«)

corresponding to the eigenvalue , - i w . \

However, the new equation and its solution were considereo *o be purely

formal objects, neccsssary for the construction of a path integral formalism, 

but with no underlying physical significance. For example, after the free 

propagator K 0(x,'/ U %C, 0  ) was constructed, the mass-shell propagator 

(independent of "u") was projected cut of it, by taking the Fourier transform 

with respect to/’u". The same thing was done with respect to the solution 

y  (y,u), namely, after is found, the part corresponding to the eigen

value W*1" is projected by taking

r̂ (x;= j 6 YM -k
It was shown that the projection leads to the standard Peynnan propagator for 

the Klein-Gordon equation.
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In the same paper a perturbative approach to quantum electrodynamics

of Klein-Sordon particles,was discussed. The results were asserted to be 

equivalent to those derived by the field theory approach to quantum electro

dynamics.

An attempt to construct a canonical relativistic quantum theory 

for spinless particles, was carried out by Horwitz and Piron It was noticed

that problems appear already on the classical level, namely, in the construction 

of non trivial relativistic dynamics.

In the above formalism, the phase space for N particle classical 
systems, is given by 8H independent dynamical variables £ 1? ’ Pfjj*

The dynamical development of the system is determined by the function

k . K ( V , r ;  , which replaces the Hamiltonian of the non relativistic 

theory(in this theory, P° is an independent dynamical variable), where K is 

invariant under the lorentz group,

One is forced to introduce a parameter X  which plays a role 

analogous to that of time in the Newtonian theory. This parameter has all the 

properties of the non relativistic time: it is an order parameter lor the 

dynamical development of the system; it is not an observable quantity and 

cannot be influenced by the process of measurement. Thus, in this theory X  

is understood as a world time.

In this sense, X  “as also introduced by other authors ^  who 

were trying to construct a relativistic dynamics, using a group theoretical 

approach.
(5)

After discussing some classical problems, Horwitz and Piron 

proceeded to construct the general formalism of relativistic quantum theory.

The quantization was carried out via the correspondence principle.

The state is described by a wave function "$*(>() that belongs to a 

Kilbert space La (R') (such wave functions were first introduced by 

Stueokelberg^), The wave function is a torsntz scalar.

The scalar product of two^wej functions is defined as.

In the coordinate representation, the observables are given by the operators,

I1** W  t
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The fundamental commutation relations are ,

: [ P', 1” ■ y i

implying that the uncertainty relation A E d t  fe star.as or* iLn ' "

same ground as A f  >  "j" (which is not th< case in the non rcla-

tivistic theory).

The evolution of the states is determined by the equation (see also 
Faynman ^A)j #

1  v r ' i r f t )  =

where K is a Lorentz invariant operator function of

Equivalently, one can look at the dynamical evolution of the operators (the 

"Heisenberg" picture) . Any operator A satisfies ,

T r -  $
Horwitz and Piron show that the Ktein-Gordon equation appears as at. 

eigenstate equation, corresponding to a "stationary" et*te(in X  )• They use 

tne isomorphism between LA(R1’,d'pdB) and LalR,',d*pda), where >ls i \Jtl- 'Jf1' , 

to put the scalar product in the form.

’ /•'W*

It is shown that the Newton-Higner operator acts as a'position operator on t( e 

functions • However, there is no need to modify the position

operator on the original states 't'r(x) ,belonging to LJ(Rl,,d<,x). The opera

tor q^ acting on 't'j.QO , gives the space-time coordinates of a particle 
and no further modification is necessary.
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Comparison of the Hurwitz-Piron theory with the theory of Feynman 

indicates that the first is more general. In fact, the Feynman formalism cor

responds to the 't independent, on mass-shell version of the Horwitz-Piron 

theory. The additional content of the H.P. theory is that it provides us with 

normalizable wave functions leading to a standard probability interpretation ; 

it provides us with a tool for description of processes in which the mass-shell 

is changing,and finally.it predicts a completely new class of phenomena as

sociated with the .X dependent theory - wave functions that are coherent 

over space and tine.

These points will be discussed in greater detail in this work.

There is,however,one point that should be commented upon,already in this stage. 

The framework of the Horwitz-Piron theory is a very natural one for discussions 

of mass spectrum and constituent structure. For example, just »s the eigenvalues 

of H give the energy spectrum of the bound states (in the non relativistic 

case} , the eigenvalues of K give us the mass spectrum of the relativistic 

"bound" states.

In fact, recent attempts to construct the hadronic mass spectrum

using quarks interacting via a relativistic harmonic oscillator potential (in

the relative coordinate) , were carried out by Feynman et al ^ , K i m  and N o z ^

Blaha Karr and others. The approach adopted by these authors is

essentially equivalent to the X  independent version of the Horwitz-Piron

theory, for the relativistic harmonic oscillator. In particular, the approach 
( 11 )

of Karr indicates a possible extension or the theory, to infinite number 

of degrees of ireedom by using second quantization of the center of mass (the 

pion field) while letting the mass spectrum to be determined by the relativisti.; 

interaction between quarks.

Finally, we would like to make some remarks concerning this work.

The approach will be essentially a constructive one. Whenever possible, the 

ideas presented here will be connected with previous works; in particular 

those of Stueckelberg, Feynman and Horwitz-Piron.

Ve start on the classical level. The basic concepts of the reia^ivlstic 

theory are discussed in detail. The role of X  in the framework of relativistic 

dynamics is hopefully clarified. The particle concept is derived in the context 

of the relativistic theory U3ing our Intuition about the behaviour of particles

in the non relativistic theory. This is an essentially new contribution of 

this work, A classical relativistic Lagrangian theory of mansive spinless 

particles is constructed and quantized via the path integral formalism. The 

corresponding relativistic wave functions and propagators are discussed. The 

particle concept is reconstructed luslng a somewhat intuitive approach) wiihin 

the framework of quantum theory. Finally, T* dependent phenomena implied by 

the space-time structure of relativistic wave functions, are investigated, 

suggesting interference type experiments in space-time.
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1. Basl-c Concepts.

The basic structure units of tlie relativistic theory are events.

In this respect the situation is quite different from the Galilean theory 

where the concept of a particle is given to us. He will see that to obtain 

a theory describing particles, explicit assumptions will be necessary. Until 

then, we assune that the events are associated with some objects (not 

necessarily particles). _

All observers whose frames of reference can be connected by proper 

Lorentz transformations, are equivalent. This means that it is not important 

which observer frame we choose; however, such aframe oust be chosen.

In the construction of a measurement process, we follow the procedure

(12)
suggested by Taylor and Wheeler . He pick an (arbitrary) observer frame.

We collect an arbitrarily large number of tiny detectors equipped with clock:; 

that are synchronized (since they are.at rest relative to each other). Now, 

let us distribute these detectors over a large regiojt of space so that they 

are arbitrarily dense in it. The detectors will be activated by signals (for 

example: light signals) emitted by objects passing close to them. The time 

of detection will be recorded.

The act of measurement consists of the following steps:

(s) An object (or objects) emits signals that are detected by the cor

responding local detectors. The time of detection Is recorded on each 

of the activated detectors.

(b) After a sufficient amount of time, the observer collects the data 

from all detectors and plots it on a space-time diagram. Each event
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i s  represented by a point  on the diagram.

(c) The dntn i s  anniyoed.

The possibility of analysis implies some knowledge about the objec .s. 

We will assume that all objects are continuously existing in space-time. Thus, 

the only collections of events we are going to observe, are grouped into 

"event trajectories’* that are necessarily continuous. For example, we Kay 

observe the "event trajectory" of figure 1,

t

This; trajectory is purely time-like in our frame of reference, in the sense 

that every two events stand in a time-like relation to (>ach other. Thus, it 

is purely time-like in-all possible observer frames.

ft parametric representation of the traje^tijry loan be fiver by 

introducing an order parameter T? taloi.g the trajectory). The trajectory 

is given as,



In the particular case described above, it is also possible to ropr&sent the 

trajectory by specifying,

x= x w  t * -t tt) (tt«x*)

The representations are equivalent ( "tCf) is a single valued function of

X  and vice versa, Tft,) is a single valued function of t ),

The parameter T  can be interpreted as a kind of "time"

associated with the observed object (it carries the ordering property usually

associated with tine ). In the above case,it can be chosen to be the proper 

(7)
time of the object .

The event trajectory described in fig.1 corresponds to the Einsteir.ia 

notion of a trajectory associated with a relativistic particle. According to 

this view, events associated with free particle notion, lie on a straight 

tine-like world line. However, this straight line tells us nothing about the 

aass of a particle. Inertial nass is defined by the deviation of the trajectory 

fron a straight line, in the presence of external forces t̂ie assune that the 

nforcesn are known, the "acceleration" is experimentally determined, and fron 

these the nass can be calculated). Thus, the nass has an inherently dynanical 

meaning. However, in the Einsteinian theory, the nass (m) is limited to the 

sector ■ > 0.

(7)
We will follow Stueckelberg and generalize the Einsteinian r.otior. 

of trajectories by introducing new kinds of trajectories (nanely, of type (c) 

discussed below) : ^

(a) Time-like trajectories

(b) Light-like trajectories (m*=0)

(c) Space-like trajectories 0)
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In the following, we will see that in case Ca) a simple corrrsjjondisroe
/

can be made between the behaviour of our objects and that of particles. One 

should note that even in this case wo have an ambiguity, namely, ' •. - /

to * t lvn| ;

This ambiguity is resolved in the following manner :

Two kinds of type Ca) trajectories ars possible depending o.-i whether t(X)

is an increasing (t*( tT)) or decreasing (t*('T)} function of t  . Ve define

n=+|m| for t*(T) and n=-|m| for t*(T). This leads to the usual particle-

( 7)
anti particle interpretation .

Type lb) trajectory corresponds to light-like objects. This is a 

singular case which will not be treated here in terns of particle language.

We will adopt the standard field interpretation for photons lusing A^- the 

electromagnetic potential).

Trajectories that have sections of types (b),lc) are the ones that 

lead to non trivial extension of the Einsteinian theory. Such an event 

trajectory is considered in figure 2 !

t

Figure 2
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Again, we can represent the trajectory parametrically as,

x^xfl X )

The trajectory is space-like in the interval between X ' and X * . Let us look 

at points 1 and 2 in this interval. In all possible observer frames,

(Lorentz transformations do not change the order of point;- on a line). Hovevor, 

in different frames we may have **> **=*, or < t̂  . Hence, it is X  

and not t that is closest to our intuitive notion of "time", being an ordering 

relation between events. This conclusion nay be further clarified by going 

back to the notion of time in the non relativistic theory.

Consider the following possible paths of a system in two space 

dimensions (figure 3) s

X

Figure 3

In case (A), the path can be represented in two equivalent ways, 

(“>) y=y(x) » x=x(x)

(2) y*y(V) , x=x(TT)

-12-

We introduced X  an an order parameter along the path. The representations 

are equivalent in the cense that both x and *C can be used as order 

parameters along the path. Thus, both x and X  have the properties of 

Newtonian time.

This is no longer true in case (B). x is no longer monotonically 

increasing along the path; X  , however, still Is. tfe conclude that in this 

case only X  can correspond to Newtonian time (i.e ,serve as an ordering 

relation). Still, we do not have an apriori reason for rejecting paths of 

type (B). Their existence depends on dynamics.

The situation is similar to that in thp rilativis'-io J'-h> tt-j. 

x*=ct is a coordinate of an event. Only in specific dynamical situatiors can 

it still be used as an ordering relation (that is, in cases where dynamics is 

such that the event trajectory is purely time-like). In general, this nay not 

be the case and V  has to be introduced if we are to describe the dynamical 

developnent of a system.

He would like to make the following remark. It is, of oourse,

possible that a sequence of events may occur with no continuous path joining

them. This would lend, on the classical level, to an essentially statistical

description. The usual approach to quantization, based on the existence of

continuous space-time trajectories for the classical limit, would hare to be

(13)
modified (e.g. ,Simon ). Vie shell not consider this possibility further 

here*
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2, "Event" Dynamics.

We have assumed the existence of an "event trajectory" that is 

described by a continuous function of the order parameter X

x'« x'Cr) , V x
( T  itself is taken to be a continuous variable).

This function has well defined derivatives,

for almost all values of XT . The derivatives are assumed to bet at least, 

piecewise continuous.

In this stage, we would like to ask the following questio-. : 

what is the trajectory followed by a given object subject to the action of 

external forces ?

In the non relativistic theory, the answer is given by the dynamical 

principle (Newton’s law) or, equivalently, by variational principles from 

which equations of motion are derived. We will adopt the second approach, 

namely, the minimal action principle.

In postulating the Lagrangian for the relatiristic theory, we will 

be guided by the following arguments :

(a) For free, Einsteinian particles, the Lagrangian is actually known.

It is,

(1-1) L = ISog^ifu* '

where û * is the proper velocity of a particle and m is its rest mass.

It is also known for a relativistic particle in an electromagnetic 

field Cwithout radiation). It is ,

Cl-2) L ~ ISdf^/u* ♦

-14—

where e is the cherge and A1 the electromagnetic potential 

Note that for a certain class of event trajectories that we discussed 

in the previous section, our objects can be identified wit*i Einsteinium 

particles and the order parameter can be identified with proper time. 

This limit is the "kinematics!: limit" of our dynamical theory. We 

demand that our Lagrangians have the kinematicaJ limit discussed above.

(b) The non relativistic limit ( c -* •») of our theory, has to be identical 

with Newtonian dynamics. In this limit, t goes to Newtonian time and

is again a natural order parameter for dynamical development. Thus,

X  becomes redundant and can be identified with t.

(c) The Lagrangian is a Lorenti invariant function of its arguments.

We postulate a Lagrangian using maximal simplicity considerations.

Its functional form is such that conditions (a), (b), (c) are automatically 

satisfied.

We define a single object (single event trjectory) Lagrangian :

I- £(Y.
I #

where <jf - . Only closed systems are considered C L is not explicilly

dependent on X  ).

We remark that the metric used is,

(1-4) ( - ♦ ♦ + )

It is convenient for transition to the non relativistic limit.

Next we define the action functi-jn (path dependent) :

ci-5)
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Ttie actual classical trajectory is that for which the action is extremal ,

f s l r - i  0
This leads to the analog of the Euler-Lagrange equations,

^  «l 'tl ^

(I"7) «ir ?ir - 0
i •

The solution of these equations gives the actual trajectory.

The generalisation to aany object systeas (many eyent-trajectories) 

is straightforward. Bach trajectory gets an index "i" (i=1,2,..,N for N 

object systeas), and 

<■-»>

However, all trajectories are paraaetriced b.; the sane X  . This is consistent 

with our kinenatical Unit, because for a ays ten of non interacting, Einsteiniun 

particles, ^  car. still be Identified with proper tine of each of the 

particles

Let us discuss the single object Lagrangian. The nost general forn 

we adnit is i

i ’  I  i r i r  + i w  v f J

where M is a mass paraaeter whose neaning will be discussed later. The constant

e determines the coupling to an external electroaagnetic field A^ (l.e,the

charge), and g is sone coupling constant which deterninec the coupling to

a field bI* . V(qal‘) is an Invariant potential. 
r

The canonical aoaentua is defined as,

a-10) fr  *

-16-

The "Hamiltonian" is defined by a Legendre transform of the Lagrangian,

( I " 1 1 )  Mpf.v)- y r - M A r)
The actual"trajeetory" in phase space (qf,pf space) satisfies the canonical 

equations,

'IK
( x -12) Pr  -  -  53f.

A

«  1)‘" W  dxAlso, » 0 and » 0 • 1'hich ®»ans that the

Hamiltonian, X, is not an explicit function of X  and is conserved along 

the actual space-time trajectory. X is the generator of translations in X  

(it generates the dynamical development of the systea).

The cannnical approach was investigated by Horviti and Piron 

They treated th« following cases :

(a) A free object

K=^,prpr
(b) A charged object in an external electroaagnetic field (without

radiation)

K= fa {?t -khr) ( V - W )
(c) The two body problen without interaction

Jtrt* V * *  +
(d) The two body problea with interaction
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The scattering problem associated with (d), was discussed by Piron and 

Reuse (16\

For these problems, the solution was obtained via the canonical 

formalism. Solution by the Lagrangian method introduces no new features and 

will not be discussed here.

3. The "Particle" Concept.

Until now we have used the tern "object" for the source of e tents 

and carefully avoided the term "particle". This was done for the following 

reason. Our intuition concerning particles comes froa the Galilean theory. 

There, the (neutral) particle is identified fcy its mass. The identification is 

possible because mass is n constant quantity (in the nor. relstivistic theory) 

and, therefore, independent of dynamics.

This is no longer true in the retatlvistic dynamical theory.

For instance, if we look at the usual relativistic relation,

(1-13) po** _ I*3- =

we reali*t that in a theory where Cl*,'?} are independent dynamical 

variables^ the object is not necessarily confined to a mass-shell. Thus, the 

Galilean definition of a particle as an object with constant nass, must be 

reconstructed in a modified form. Making the modification we have to take: 

into account the following arguments :

(1) In the free object case (identical with the free particle),

(1-14) = 0

be conclude that the change in mass in the interacting case is due to 

the potentials.

(2) The particles we observe in the laboratory are essentially asymptotic 

objects, before and after the interaction. They have well defined 

masses (at least, the stable particles). Thus, the only objects of the 

theory that exhibit particle-like behaviour, are that with asymptoticr1ly 

constant masses. By asymptotic behaviour we mean the limit T  — » S •
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(3) We already have a. parameter M with the dimensions of mass, in the 

kinetic term of our Lagrangian (Hamiltonian).

Hote that *>y the term "particle" we Bean a particle in the Einsteinian sense, 

i.e an object whose motion in space-timn is time-like,possessing well defined 

constant (real) mass. However, such particles are not necessarily free 

partinles- They can still interact but only in a way that preserves the above 

properties.

In view of these arguments, we can make the following classification 

of the objects of our theory (this Is, essentially, a classification of event 

trajectories).

(a) "Particles" - objects that exhibit asymptotic particle-like behaviour,

that is,

= 0  TKiJ' ?  0
X>2oo «■5 •

(the asymptotic trajectory in time-like or5 at most, light-like)

■(b) "Tachions" - objects that have asymptotically constant mass, such 

th^t,

lit* /yn4 < o

(the asymptotic trajectory is spare-like)

(c) "Vaacua objects" - objects than do not possess asymptotically constant 

values of mass. Those correspond to the case where the event trajectory 

is "trapped" in * finite region of space-time and Is either periodic 

("loops") or open ("bound states").

The various cases are illustrated in figure 4.

-fc
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Figure k

Here, we deal only with objects of type (a), namely, particles (in tha 

following, we shall use the term particle for an object with asymptotic 

particle-like behaviour). They are divided iiito two classes :

(1) Si.able particles.

These have an asymptotically stable mass-shell. We shall impose the 

condition,

(1-15) i i m  l u  p-p/* - -
f-»-~ T-*+*>

where M is the mass parameter appearing in the Lagrsngian ( M 4 > 0 )• 

Thus, M is to be interpreted as the observed asymptotic mass of the 

particle. This choice fixes the scale of X  .In general., for

C'5)
velocity Independent potentials, we have the following relation ' ,
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(1-17)

(2)

(1-19)

Renee, our choice of the asymptotic mass-shell Implies,

i.e, asymptotically, X  can be identified with the proper time of 

the particle. In the case where we have electromagnetic (velocity 

dependent) potentials, the corresponding relation is,

»- M aca

(it reduces to the previous relation in the weak field linit) 

Particles with unstable nass-shell.

In this case,

& V  ?jr = - HV' 
r-»—

l\y» Pft* = - m * c *
r r

M'is determined by the behaviour of the potential at ®° .

From,

4% cUr ?„?*
= i f

we get that if T* is identified with the proper time of the"initial"

particle, it cannot be identified with the proper tine of the"final"

M'4particle. Its proper interval is multiplied by a scale factor, ~j-4 .

-2c-

4. A Particle in an External Potential.

To get a feeling abcut the assumptions involved, let u s  analyse the 

problem of a particle in an external invariant potential(ngain, this means 

that we loofc only at solutions that are asynptotically particle-like).

The canonical equations are,

j l ’ V(1 - 21)

Note that,

I  X t  . E.

” M  i t  " HC*-

8 / g  .  8 - 4 . S

vhfcre V"  is the usual velocity.

A necessary and sufficient condition for particle solutions, is,

a-22) Zi-M, jjb ( * 0  $ P - P ^ o
Y-» +<*> tr-*±o* r

or, equivalently.

f-***

a-23) P ^ V C f )  * 0  , ?Jh<o
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d-25) -fi*. U = o  p P / ‘< o

Condition (1-23) tells us that the existence of partlole solutions Implies
I

the existence of an asymptotically conserved "Mass Current",

(1-26) ** v ( i i;

( it.. w ' t z . M v ' w r - o  )

The necessary condition for stable particle solutions is,

{u* ? j t  - Itw, P-P/* - o 
t'■»+•* r r-*—  r

Hence,

X_“it - f y  j.(f'v). o

Thus,a sufficient condition for stable particle solutions is that the 

mass current be conserved for all X  . •

Fron condition (1-25), potentials that allov for stable particle 

solutions, satisfy,

Ji'-Y*. V(f) = = C#Vvst<W*.t ( t )
1 S

He have,

ci-28) (-Pr P',)„- 4M(V„-K)

K Is a constant of the action ^  ^  e 0 ^  along the orbit. Thus, if we 

pick an "initial” condition,
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(1-29) k * VM  » ^

we automatically guarantee that,

d-30) (- pr pr)w  * m 1 c i

as required. In this case, we get for all X  ,

(1-31) - » M A cl + f ^ ( V ( f )  - VAS)

On the other hcind, it is possible that fir\ V  and X\yn. V
T-»-“

cor.staiit but not equal. This type of potentials admits solutions 

unstable mass-shell. Ve define,

(1-32) k-m. (r V  **) * AM (-U V - K)

and pick the "initial" condition,

(1-33) K  = V  - 4 ^

which gives,

L

s t

(1-34) ii>A (- f> P/0 = M*Cl

(- fjr] = 5 n (-fe* v - k) « 4M (fc* V - 1b* v
f-»» *¥-*•* t-w t-*-"

(1-35)

^  - f> r'' = * £n(&* V - Am V)
r+4m r ' «-*-*• *

Let's anallse the condition (1-24),

are both 

with
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Tn the following analysis we will deal only with asymptotic quantities (the 

"limit" notation will be omitted for convenience).

Condition (1-24) is satisfied in each of the following cases :

(a) V ' ( f ) « 0  , < 0 ' (  V ' d ^ ^ L V t f j )

(b) = 0 , pA p/'< 0

Case (a) <

Ve have,

Cl-21)

(This is true for all X  )

V’(f) « 0 implies p/* = - f  V'(f) - 0

Thus,

(1-36) P/* - CnnjUmt

( also, p_ pr » c o y ^ W t  ) 
r

and,

(1-37) ^  “ C*viU»vt

a-38) .

is tiae-like and so is . Kote that if conditions (a) and (b) are

simultaneously satisfied, we must have,

P^P* *  0

i.e, asymptotically nassless particles.

Case (a) corresponds to asymptotically free particles, with trajectories that 

are (asymptotically) time-like with respeot to the origin of the potential.

It is closest to our intuitive (non relativistic) notion of a scattering 

process. In this case,

(1-39)

and the asymptotic sign of t is determined by the sign of P 

( P*?0 for particles and P*< 0 for antipartioles).

Case (a) is described in figure 5 (the origin coincides with the origin of 

the potential).
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__Case (b) ;

In this case,'-

If*

Equivalently,

0 , ^ < 0  ( V'CJ'J f o )

■ v f  -°
OP, -

(M 0) . ^ ( v f )  = a

. It follows that the asymptotic trajectory lias on a hyparbola,

.<«•» ( A - w W )  '

Along this trajectory,

X*U - c'tAt *0 ( x - |x|)
°p»

(1-42)

■* •

He have, ,,

g )

M ' * - *  i& fJ - -
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Hence,

(1-43) Cl(̂ )a4  < 0 if ^ >0

(JL > 0  implies th»S the hyperbola is space-like with respect to the origin 

of the potential.

If XT is identified with the proper tine, we obtain,

f.ff 
; - f a  = -  C

Compering with the previous equation, we get,

(JLt\x  x*
(1-44) [ft) - £  = — j:-

Froo the canonical equations , 

(1-45)

Kow,

= iT T ^ F  dit \M+ -ar

( 1 " ^ 6 )  ^ =  ^  ^ 4  i S r ) +

He deal with the limit . In this licit,

(1-4?) in jjjp-fc = T  —* •*
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Thus,

(1-48)

Also,

& f l *  S ~  j m ass** x *  -*~

This divergence does not lead to inconsistency because the potential is 

pouring energy and momentum into the particle.

Me have,

d-50) ijr +  )/!&l <|r , q

We are dealing with the case where <ĵ  * (asymptotically) .

Hence, V * CcMftomt (along the asymptotic trajectory) and the 

solution is (for ) ,

(1-51)

Here, "t1 0 is assumed to be in the sub-asymptotic region, where the 

condition,

is satisfied.
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We obtain that is constant if one of the following two

conditions is satisfied,

(1) and ^o) are both light-like vectors. In this case,

f  W  • o , p̂ tt) j>Hv) « 0 ( X - o )

This means that we have created an asymptotically massless , light-like, 

particle.

(2> « 4 V a!ir(#) • &  p/°> p/»
In the sub-asymptotic region,

Prto?rM -» - K*c*
and we must have,

a-52) IfWl'te-dL-

However, tl > 0 and this can be satisfied only if V * ^ 1) < 0 . I t  

corresponds to the case where p/* — » oo , which Is somewhat unphysical.

Examples of trajectories corresponding to case (b) ( ^ rpA —j> 0 )
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Note that in case (.2), > asymptotically. Hence, the

potential^ushes" the particle towards the light cone but, because of its 

growing momentum and energy, the particle is accelerated along the hyperbola

^  . This is somewhat analogous to the problem of a non relativistic

particle moving under the influence of a central force. The particle is 

"falling" towards the center but, because of its instantaneous velocity, 

continues to move in a circular orbit around the center of force.
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5. The Two Body Problem.

Let us look now at the two body problem (with interaction)

(I"53) ^  + V  ( ( V V ) r ll*'V)r)

One can transform to center of mass variables,

the center of mass momentum.

< v the center of mass coordinate

* -
the relative momentum.

v - the relative coordinate.

M - the total mass.

r - the reduced mass.

(1-54) K- A?,*” * i
A!though both representations are completely equivalent, the first ore is 

more convenient, if we are interested in thr; scattering problem of two 

particles with (asymptotic) masses ■ f . On the other band, the center

of mass description is a more natural one, if we are interested in the bound- 

state problem, where the particle properties are associated with the center 

jf raa3s. The choice is connected to the choice of scale for ^  .

In the first case,

Ax 3? m* 9 £ t l x  >if

and by choosing,

• - h?* , V/)*. • - njc*-
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X  can be identified with the proper tines of both particles. However, in 

this oase.it cannot be identified with the proper tiae of the center of mass. 

We have,

ix Ttr I f  " *«*•«*

nence,

unless,

- * C*HA

( this is equivalent to requiring P J * " 0  and can be satisfied only

if f . o  C 5 ) ) .

Conversely, if we identify 'C' with the proper time of the center 

of aass, we can no longer identify it with that of the constituent particles. 

In this case, we can reinterpret the problem as that of a particle Ithe center 

of mss) with internal structure (described the relative coordinate).

The relative ter* can be used to deteruine the aass of the particle. This 

can be done in the following Banner :

(1) The problem is separated into relative and center of mass problems.

(2) The re'atlve problea is' solved ( i.e, <|̂  and are deterained).

(3) The aass of the particle (center of aass) is deterained, given a value 

for K (• constant of the aotioii), froa the relation,

n « >  Tr V '  * M(K-

where.

The values of . also conserved, then determine the possible

masses associated with the center of mass motion.

This approach can be especially useful in the quantum probleDi

where t h e  solution exhibits a discrete mass spectrum. An analysis of that

(4*\ )
type was carried out by Karr , using a harmonic oscillator potential 

in the relative coordinate. Although.the relative degree of freedom was 

first-quantized, it was pointed out that the center of mass degree of freedom 

could be second-quantized. The problem was considered to be a model for 

the description of pions as objects composed of relativist!^ *>ound q u a r k s ^’
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6. Summary

In this chapter we have seen how relativistic particle states can fce 

characterized in a given dynamical situation. Rather then being basic elements 

of the theory, particle states are determined in terms of certain conditions 

imposed on the more general class of "event trajectories" in space-time.

The notion of dynamical evolution implies the existence of an ordering 

parameter (T) • whose relation to the Einsteinian tine tt) is, in general, 

non trivial, and is determined by dynamics.

Ve have analysed the possible particle-like solutions for the case of 

a single "event trajectory" and a general invariant potential. Finally, we 

we have commented on the two-body problem. Ve have seen that in the absence 

of external potentials, particle properties can always be associated with 

the center of mass (the mass of this "particle" is determined by dynamics 

in the relative coordinate).
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II. BELATIVISTIC gUAWCTM THEORY

1. Quantization by the Path Integral Hethod.

(1-1) 'Geiieraldiscussion.

The path integral method is straightforward for quantum systems 

with a classical analog. In the following we assume that the dynamics of the 

corresponding classical system is known.(the classical Lagrangian for the 

system is known). Thus, -the classical trajectories can be calculated explicitly.

In the quantum case it is inpossible to correlate th& events by 

specifying a unique trajectory in space—time. In order to calculate the 

probability for an object to go' from a point to a point >

we have to sum over all possible trajectories, with a corresponding weight 

for each trajectory. The sum is carried over virtual as well as over "actual" 

(minimal action) trajectories. Note that T  parametrizes all possible 

classical trajectories of the object. Hence, the interpretation of 'Z is 

carried over from the classical theory. To clarify this point, we refer to 

the role of the time, t , in the path integral approach to non relativistic 

quantum theory. There, t parametrizes the possible classical trajectories. 

The time t itself, in the non relativistic theory, is not subject to 

quantum mechanical laws; there is no hermitian operator and therefore no 

quantum fluctuations associated with it. Thus, "t is essentially a classical 

variable thst is carried over (i.e, which retains its role as an order 

parameter) to the quantum theory.

The same arguments can be applied to the role of X  in the 

relativistic theory. X  is a variable that is carried over from the classical 

theory (it parametrizes ths possible classical trajectories). For each value
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of T" , we observe a distribution of events associated with the quantum

system. This distribution is completely described by a probability amplitude

(*hich is also the Schroedinger picture wave function), whiuh gives

the probability to find an event associated with the observed system, at a

point • * probability amplitude of this type was introduced by

(7)
Stueckelberg

Let us proceed to construct the path integral fomalism. A formally 

equivalent construction was carried out by Feynman ^3*5,(17*)^ norette 

and Cooke . However (with the possible exeption of Cooke), their 

interpretation of the underlying theory is quite different from the one given 

here.

In the following, we discuss a single object theory. The generalization 

to many object systems is straightforward (see discussion in the previous 

chapter). We have a single XT that parametrizes all the classical trajectories 

of the many-object system (contrary to Feynman ^ * \ w h o  uses a different X  

for each trajectuy).

(1.2) The path amplitudes.

Space-time coordinates of events are parametrized by corresponding 

values of t  • Thus,

f.cg

The elementary quantity of the theory is the quantum mechanical amplitude

0  » for an object to follow a path (I) between poits <)J and

* ***is Is postulated to be

<it-D
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S(i) is the classical action, calculated for the (i)-th path.

The total amplitude for an object to go from to

is

(II-2)
*sw

where the sum is over all possible paths and are normalization factors.

This amplitude is also interpreted as a propagator between object states 

given at these end points. Later, it will bo calculated explicitly for the 

free case. Note that,in general, the amplitude can depend explicitly upon 

*£■ 'f . The sun in Eq. (2) is a complicated path integral which we do
* i 9

not know to calculate for tht general case. However, for present purposes,

we follow the method of Feynman and Hibbs 

The interval

(19) for the non relativistic case.

Vr  rA xS divided into N sub-intervals, such that

(H-3)
~  * T * ’ ( K « V - , N " 0

Figure 7

We break the action S for the complete path into a sum of actions for
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successive intervals,

(n-4) s *  i  s ( m <7k)
1*0

di-5) S ( w ,  k) - J  w  £  [ f w ,  Y w ]  d r

T«

where T^ +, * T^-t £ . The Integral may be calculated along the aotua; 

classical trajectory bftween two successive points, (fx j and 

Keeping in Bind thst' <.a the end of the calculation we take the limit > 0  

( ti -» eo ), we can approximate it by a linear trajectory. This corresponds 

to the assumption that the potential acts only at successive end points.

On • lattice ( £ > 0  ), all possible trajectories can be covered 

if for each, intermediate value of , ve sum over all possible values of 

cf^t) • In the case where the trajectories are not restricted to a certain 

region in space-time, we integrate over all space-time. This means that an 

object which at T-s T* "as at the point <j£ , may be found at all poir.'s 

in space-time at T**,, • Thus, assuming equal normalization for all element:; 

of integration, we get,

«>-» <if.,-gis,v- A L f « r ( * s 5 $ ‘....

where S is defined by Eq. (4),(5), and the normalization of the volume elemei.t
. if

is (,A  (the extra normalization factor in front of the integral is taken 

for convenience).

Aa in the non relativistic case, the classical limit of a path 

amplitude *■ defined by taking ^  0 . In this limit, the
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only contribution to the integral comes from the region where the action is 

stationary, i.e. , from S(i) such that I S W » 0 .  This gives the extremal 

action that defines the classical path.

The wave function ¥($,111) is defined in the following constructive 

manner. Denote by S a region restricted in any way in space-time, with points 

parametrized by f <  T* • To calculate the amplitude for an object to be at 

the point ( ^ T , )  if for T < T H it W  in the region B, we sum over all 

trajectories from points In R to the point •

s>(1t,r.). A. fe« p [ j ! > . ( » ) ] ....

Mote that S' is completely determined by the "past history" (in X  ) of the 

object, namely, by the region R.

In an analogous manner, if R'is a region which points are parametrized 

by TT >X,f , we will get the amplitude for an object to be at the

point ^  rR) if for T  j T, it will be in the region R',

cn-8) 3 c * ( ..■

The amplitude for a system prepared In state Y  * to be found by experiment

in state X  • l3»

<n-9) ( X ,  V )  • [ X ' ( q1,r«)^(tC,n)A'f<
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(1.3) The "Schroedinger" equations.

The Schroedinger equations lay be found by t«klng the definition 

(Bq. 7) of T T  ) and calculating the wave function for t  * Z * l  • that 

is> ^ * "•

(11-10) vt) - J « f  L W h o ] f ^

The Schroedinger equation follows in a straightforward Banner by taking 

£ -* 0 -Of course, we will get different equations for different actions.

Let us start with the free case. Using the free Lagrangian, we obtain

di-11) S(KHK)* J

We are interested in the liait £ -9 0 . Hence, the integral can be approximated 

by

< n - « )  s  (*«.«) = g e

1 « ' 1  . v r  , ■ 5
Substitute these in Eq. 10,

(iM3> * ( ^ > 0 - / ^  (jri*rlrj t[(v^r]
*

In the Unit £-> 0 » the exponent oscillates rapidly and the integral gives 

non-vanishing contribution only for v  \ ’ . Since each ^  is

integrated over independently, a non-vanishing contribution is obtained only

-42-

when • *e develop in Taylor series about ^  .

Using the integrals

lb ¥ ( i r f
and the expansion,

M 't f  r + f j  *  t  w  +

we obtain (the tern linear in vanishes):

t( f,r) t £ I  <■ - & ( it&ftlf.x) + 

+ Ot£'j] 

+  O l f ' j ]
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By comparing the O-th order In (, ,

(n -14 ) A *

Comparing the 1-st order teras,

we obtain the final result:

(H-15) «-1» ®  fa  Q ?

_  a a1 j*
where Q  * • the Klein-Gordon operator. This result is in

agreement with the result of Horwitz and Piron where the X  generator 

is taken to be • and the correspondence principle is used as

the method of quantisation. It is also in agreement with the results of 

Feynman (3*).07A) and Morett# (18)#

Ve have also determined the normalization constant, k (later we will

use it to calculate the propagator). For a more general method of calculation
(*Q\

of the normalization constants (for a class of actions) we refer to Morette .

For the case of a particle in an invariant potential, we will use 

the infinitesimal action,

(11-16) S  *) * (*!*•«”

Ve are free to define the second term in this way, because, as we have seer.,

- f t ' ' * *

and thus

£ V ( f c £ l * ) ~ E \ / ( f „ , - £ ) ~ £ V l l

The two ways of determining the potential differ by terms of order

which we omit. We substitute S(k+1,k) into Eq. (10) and proceed exactly as in

in the free particle case, taking,

= 0(0 )

As a result, we get the following equation:

( i : - i ? )  i t  ( & D + V ) ' f /

This is the equation of Horwitz and Piron in the presence of an invariant 

potential.

Let us treat the case of a charged object in an electromagnetic 

field. In this case, we have a velocity dependent potential. Thus, the 

difference between the forms

£ ^ f [ A ( V « )  + /KW]r

and

cannot be neglected. Following the prescription given by Feyna&n ye will

use

The X  generators which we get by the different choices, differ by a term 

proportional to (appears if we start with

Hence,

di-18)
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This gives

(ix-19) 'M’f D - w

if lu ■ ]*

- i i'% * H*' $$+■■■■}'
■ i - &  v r ?  - t  * - s ' s f  -

♦ i M ' v p  - oî

We drop terms linear in ^  (they vanish upon integration) and get

t-■* 't - k (i f + - /I1W  *i Ip,-j -

- " + j,5'{ i - is + AMjtVj + 4 i w ) V \ t }

Upon integration

Again, we obtain ^

= M (-l*)V^ + + + ®%^r]
Symbolically, this can be written in the form (the derivative operates on 

everything on the right):

(ii-2o)

Again, this is similar to the result of Feynman ^A)^
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In the Schroedinger representation | pA = - , this equation fcecones

; * $  = K f -  }r!£Atit£jUit

This is exactly the Schroedinger equation proposed by Horvitz and Piron 

(1.4) The free propagator.

Using the definitions in Eq. (6) and (12), we obtain

(11-22) ..jJjP

where, from Eq. (14),

We start with the ^  integration and evaluate the following integral:

i< ■ w„f “rUfifti-mn/-

I< = IW Is, It,

i,, ■ J  -

Substitute ^  = cj,"^£- .̂ a»d = ‘̂̂■l

V t,rl&
The time integration gives 

TT‘. 15r [aft [(cVct<A [-jg
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Hence..

This process nay be continued in the sane manner. After performing 

integration, we get

= 4-[aS®bf̂ P^^£;[(frf.)A- cHtrt.fj}
By induction, after N—1 Integrations, we obtain the propagator itself ;

ra-»> <l£,r,jlCx>-

But,

Ht*- V T .

Thus., we may drop the limit and get

(II~23a)
f , 0 -  4  W W V  { i f

A similar reault waa-stated by Peynran 

Ve obtaic the, noaentiiWKfap* representation of the propagator by 

mfcu/g a Fourier transform. 

Ve define V « * M  , r„ -T.» f  • 

The propagatar is a fsncticm of, «jty  and <£• only. Hence,

. <iC,T„hU> ■ C;(V1f,r)
!?■*>, c,cr) • tfefi t *(f,f' Et) &( vf, t) ̂  Jtt
Se s’a’ostJiutjrXV (23«) into Bq.<24) and, finally, obtain :
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(r.Cf) = £ xp L " i ' % w ^(11-25)

as expected from the form of the free wave equation.

(1.5) Operators and expectation values.

The analog of th& quantum mechanical operator in the path integral

(17)formalism is the functional of the path . Non commutativity of the operators 

is expressed here by XT ordering of the functionals, taken along the path.

This is completely analogous to the t ordering, in the non relativistic theory. 

Using this formalism, it is possible to obtain the fundamental commutation 

relations,

(11-26) t f  V , * ]  = £  3 ^ 1

For the derivation of the analogous relation, in the non relativistic case,

(17)
we refer to Feynman .

Sii&ilarly, one can obtain the analog of the Shrenfest theorem, for

relativistic quantum mechanics :

CH-27)

In general, the computation of expectation values by path integral methods 

is quite tedious and will not be pursued further here.
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3- Wnjr Functions and the Particle Interpretation.

Until now we have discussed quantum mechanical objects (associated 

with a distribution of events) with no reference to particles. We recall that 

classical "particles" were defined by imposing asymptotic conditions or. the 

behaviour of solutions of the canonical equations (see chapter 1). Analogously, 

conditions defining particle-like solutions of the*SL(iroedinger*eiiuations, 

have to be imposed.

To characterize the stable particle solutions, we will iapose an 

asymptotic condition on the matrix elements of the ’’mass" operator,

d i - 28) ^  < * l  p p/'jt> = - ( M * > o)
f-»±*» '

M is a constant which may be the mass parameter that appears in the 

corresponding "Schroedinger" equation^

We hav« chosen to characterize the particle solutions by an asymptotic 

condition, for the following reason. The asymptotic limits, V  ~® t •<> , 

coincide with HI-* °° - for particle trajectories, in the classical case.

In the quantum theory we have.

[tr] t o
which implies that the mass of an object can be measured only over sufficiently 

long tiaiB intervals. If during those intervals, the mass is rapidly varying 

(as, for example, during interactions), it is meaningless to associate some 

value of the mass with the observed object. Henca. "particles" should be 

defined by asymptotic stability conditions on their masses. Indeed, we picKed 

such e condition in Eq. (ZB).
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Apparentlyj we had another possibility^, namely, to impose an operator

condition

.s k* M S - -
(where is the Heisenberg picture momentum operator).

However . this condition implies that for all 'V , asymptotically in the 

domain of convergence of the opura+or

we have>

( p W c * ) *  o

orj equivalently,

(?% N v n w ife ®
(similar conclusions follow if we demand weak convergence).

This means t a n  all the states in the theory, exhibit particle-like behaviour 

From our experience with the classical theory (discussed m  the previous 

c-napter) we suspect that this is not the case Also this condition implies 

that, asymptotically, a generalized eigenfunction of and

henr.ej is a non normalizable wave function ip Hote that the above

condition (stron? convergence) is exactly the Klein-Gordon equation^ the 

solutions of which are known to be non normalizable in (see, for

example, Mensky

We are interested in solutions that belong to the Hilbert space 

i.e.j satisfy the normalizability condition imposed by Stueckelfcerg 3
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( 1 1 - 2 9 )  J > *  %  i * 1 ')  <  0 0

Thus, we will adopt the asynptotic condition, Eq, (28), as the definition of 

stable particle states. A more general condition on particle-like wave functions 

(with mass-shells not necessarily the sane in the remote "past" and "future"; 

is,

(1 1 -30) {.tV* C + 1  IP^I 't/> « <>KstMvt ( ^ 0)

■ftwv < t |  'f1 [ ( < 0)
t->*o

where the two constants are not necessarily equal.

We emphasize that these conditions have nothing to do with the,so 

called, "particle-wave" duality. This property of quantum systems still hold? 

in our case. It is the possibility of having any particle-like behaviour at 

all, that we are concerned about.

The physical meaning of our asymptotic assumption (Eq. (28)) is that 

the single particle wave functions are asymptotically centered around some 

value H  of the mass operator. This asynptotic wave-packet structure is 

essential ifve wish tc consider the space-tims behaviour of our wave functions 

(a formally analogous problem arises in the non relativistic theory where we 

have to consider wave packets centered around some momentum, instead of using 

plane-waves that are noaectun eigenstates). Therefore, if we edopt the 

prescription given by Feynnan C3A)^ that is, after constructing the solutions 

'lyOO ot th* equation,

va project the part corresponding to some nass-shell 'yA* ,
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we are left with the standard solution of the Kleln-Gordon equation. As we

have mentioned before, such solutions are not normalizable over Ljj(R^). Their 

standard normalization is,

p ’x'fjwS'GW-'i

with,a corresponding probability density,

j w  • Y iw T .  rjf)
This probability density is not positive-definite (compare with the Stueckelterg

probability density,

w o -
which is positive-definite), and thus, the probability interpretation is lost.

Another problem is that the expectation value of thd position operator, X  ■

(taken with respect to the Klein-Gordon wavs functions), is not the position

( 21 )
of the particle, and the Newton-Wigner position operator has to be 

introduced.

We will use an approach that avoids these problems. We consider the 

wave function Sj-OQ a6 a normalized solution of the "Schroedinger* equation,

(11-31) c&SvOO- K^x)

Contrary to Feynman, we do not alter the structure or interpretation of this 

wave function (by projecting the mass-shell), but introduce the particle 

interpretation by imposing an asymptotic condition (Eq. 28} on 

The normalization is,

<n -’« J - 4
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We would like to clarify a point which led to some confusion io the 

literature (see, for example, Mensky ^20^). The Stueckelberg normalization 

condition (Eq. 32) does not imply that particles have a limited extension in 

time. It simply means that for a given stage in the dynamical development of 

the system (as specified by "V ), we do not expect to find the system far 

away in the future or in the past, with respect to some "present" time X 

(which is the center of the wave-paoket - in time). However, as the

system develops ( T  — 9 T / ). the average value of time associated with the 

wave-packet, changes from t to V  , and we have a non zero probability to 

find the system around 7 ', even if "t* is very different from "t .

Lorentz covariance requires to be a Lorentz scalar function

of its arguments. However, it is in general not an invariant function of its 

arguments. To clarify the distinction we note that the wave funstion may be, ' 

for example, of the form ^  (X*+ dV). Xt cannot be of the fora 'fx (XS-(ft*) , 

which leads to son dissipative behaviour in time (a wave function ot this type
/Q) ^

was used by Feynman et al. ) and is non normalizable.

Tho normalizable solutions have a wave packet structure in space 

and time. This property is exhibited in figure 8 (the arrow shows the direction- 

of "motion" of the wave packet, in space-time).

Figure 8
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Th.e assumption that wave packets are spread in time is an essential, 

new, feature of our theory. It holds also for asymptotic particle-like stater.

A proposal to check the existence of such phenomena, using "interference in 

tiise" type experiments, was suggested by Horwitz and Rabin \  The details 

are given later in this chapter.

We note that on the states vf'r (tf’) , $  is a perfectly goou 

position operator v'’\  Also, on these states the )(’ operator specifies the 

time of an event associated with the observed state (in a particular reference 

frame).

Another new feature of this theory follows from the associated 

uncertainty relations. From t-he fundamental commutation relations,

CH-26) [V , f  f

the Heisenberg uncertainty relations follow in a standard manner (cse 

Messiah Ve obtain.

( <A*> '<*>*)

-Hence, the uncertainty relation

t  ?• §-

is established on the same footing as

apAX » -J
(it follows uireotly from the properties of non commuting flermitian operators). 

Using somewhat heuristic arguments (of the same nature as tUo^e used to derive 

, in the non relativistic theory), we can derive a completely



new relation, namely,

(11-33) A 1 W C * $ T  >  £

The relation is derived and discussed in detail in appendix A. It is to be 

understood as an uncertainty relation between the mass-spread associated with 

an interacting systea, and the characteristic scale of proper time over whiui. 

the change of the expectation values of observables defining the state of the 

system,is taking place.

He would like to consent an the particle-antiparticle interpretation 

within the framework of our theory. The normal!cation condition in the momentum 

representation, is,

(ii-» J fr'W'tVW-t'f • -I

Here, the P* integration is over (*•»,+ ••). Already on the classical level 

we mentioned that ?*« )P"1 characterizes particles and f* * -Jf*(

characterizes antiparticles. This follows froa,

r
= MC*

(for momentum independent interactions), and the fact that time-like cectior.s 

of the event trajectories for which associated with particles

and those, for which < Q  with entiparticles,(This separation is

no longer Lorents invariant for space-like sections of the trajectory. Those 

sections are associated with non-particie behaviour of the objects).

Our wave function desoribes event distributions over space-time. Henoa it gives 

the probability for events associated with particles or antiparticles. The 

actual intei-pi'etation of an experiment (for example, a bubble chamber track)

is determined by the choice of "initial" conditions (in X  ).



3. Analysis of the "Particle1* Constraint Condition.

Ve have seen that a necessary condition for particle interpretation 

of wave functions is,

(11-35) j L  < f r |1>4!?r >  = O
Y-»±o»

where ^  is the soluiion of the Schroedinger equation,

- * vi><.«v)tr 

K . - i f 1

In the following, we take » C* d • Hence, Eq. (35) implies 

(11-36) <  SV1 V] | %,> -  O

By insertion of a complete set of momentum eigenstates, we obtain

*'>{<?'!?V x ^ -M io -  <p'lvlP'><p’l1Pair>]<pw|tT>-0

t a|f? * pal P> a - )wa I P>

Thus,

(11-37) I w r  t'*{?)%JW <t'l vl P? (>n'a-Ka) * 0

He assume that the potential is local (in space and time), I.e.,

o m i x “>= f V x #jv(x'j

It follows that,

(11-38) /m, J j i y x w v  %\j>9'tfp")< p ix '> < x/1?"> V(x‘) (m ( i - )n fA)  * o
T*u4ta *
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He have, Jl1 p» c[3potf*

P*1- ?*• V 1

Hence,

Making this change cf variables from the energy-momentum to the uass-momentun 

representation (a sum over expressions corresponding to i|Pl is implied), 

we obtain,

Hi-»> X W \ y .  V w x w -

a
Note that the integral over Yh is over ( ’~0oJ +°“). The negative contributions

to In. arise from tachion-like states which are possible states of the system

during the interaction (i.e., intermediate states). However, our asymptotic

condition (Eq. (23)) excludes them from be\ing asymptotic states of particles.

The fact that the corresponding Hilbert space contains states belonging to all

(-12 )
possible masses (including imaginary ones), was noticed by Broyles . H e  

observed that space-time position operators are not contained in a mass subshell. 

However, he did not introduce %  ,and had to confine the state to a mass shell 

ar.j positive energy in order to ensure its unlimited extent in time. This can 

be done because an(* do not commute and thus 0 ensures

<AX* — * 0 . In such a theory, particle states (in contrast to "event" states) 

are non localizable in space-time (see also, Mensky ^®^).

Let us define,

cn-4°) & (* > * )-S j f l  <x,|T;p*>yr(?'<r:)
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Note that. ,
A n'-tfr

< X ' | ? ^

is a solution of the Xlein-Gordon equation, corresponding to the nass 

eigenvalue 'Wl^ . Thus, is also a solutlon of the Klein-Gordon

equation, corresponding t-o  mass “hi'* :

cii-41) Vn'a) (xjmaj - 0

In fact, it is a wave packet (in momentum), built fron plane-wave solutions 

of the Klein-Gordon equation.

If we substitute the definition of ^  into Eq. (39), we get,

(xi-42) i m  ] > * ' / VCX'K >«,a- In *) - o

The result (Eq. (42)) is consistent with our intuition about the physical 

meaning of pai'ticle-like wave functions. We expest particles to possess 

reasonably sharp values of the mass. Indeed, if (f*̂  is asynptotioa1 ]y peaked 

about some mass , ft*. the integral in Eq. (42) \’anishes.

Ve can also derive two additional (equivalent) conditions:

(n-43) 4>l(x> ' ^  * o

(11-44)

Equations (43),(44) remind us of the corresponding classical conditions. The 

integrals can be made to vanish in one of the two ways:

(a) The Xlein-Gordon current, , is orthogonal to

(b) The overlap of with vanishes asymptotically.

4. The Connection with the Klein-Gordon Wave Functions.

He have already mentioned tnat is a solution of the

Klein-Gordon equation. The relation between our theory and the Klein-Gordon 

theory is discussed below.

Let us look at the expression,

We have,

ch-45) f«i*x * &  k * J < % i  !!>{<*! p>’ \  <*iv -

- ?.<X| p>’<x| p > } <P'|%>= fflfar.') rljjpx

From out* normalization condition we obtain(see also Coester )0

di-46) J | % w | A* f |  r)\** l

Using Eq. (45),we get

(II-4?) t J J. J’/f $(*, *"*) fr (* *>*) - A

This result should be compared with the standard noraalization condition for 

solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation (with mass "ftL ). There we have,

(H-48) (, |  l$ x - 4

V

In our case, we nan write the normalization condition >n tho form.

( n -49) - 4
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where,

cii-50) <m «x )•I $  |r$ tfl*

Hence) the Hilbert space ( jKy ) of our wave functions is a direct integral 

of the Hilbert spaces ("H^i) of solutions of the Kiein-Gordon equations 

corresponding to all values of 'VH* . with the spectral weight •

Prom Eq. (49) it follows that if our wave functions are sharply peaked around 

some value, M * - , of the mass, the mass density function goes to the

limiting form,

Cn-51) , f > 8) •--> £ V - M a)

We also have

Cii-52) H^x) = p v n a <j>T(x,m*)

An analysis of the relation between our propagators and the Klein- 

Gordon propagators, is given in appendix B.
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5. Mass Spectrum of Composite Systems.

Ve deal with the problem of two objects interacting via a Lorentz

invariant potential^^.

:u-»> K *  V U , - * » )

In terms of center of mass variables,

r - v - y  , , y-x'-x;

we obtain,

<"-»•> * * Si1?* ♦ s,u5

where 1/ - A  D*

The corresponding Schroedinger equation is:

di-54) +  K IMi ) % ( X CjlSyx)

He make a Fourier transform over center of mass variables,

(H-55) % (  K .m>X) -  e :^ X,te

In the following, we will admit generalized eigenfunctions (we are interested 

only in momentum space behavioui' of stationary solutions).

In the stationary case,

(11-56) K T - t f
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and.

The operators K  . and '?(m commute. Hence, the. wave functions

way be simultaneous eigenfunctions of these operators,

Ve make a separation of variables,

(11-57)

and take 4 w  to be an eigenfunction of kul *

In this case,

(11-59) %  ( X) * X ( ?  J  (fejx)

4 « P J -  f«

The normal!cation is,

(n-6o) {i'L.l'WUr/* 1

In principle, nay not have a discrete spectrum. Such operators are not

admissible for construction of the Bass spectrum. A simple example in which 

this is not the case, is the relativistic harmonic oscillator. It has only a 

discrete spectrum, namely,

C A  is the coupling constant - with dimensions of mass).
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Let us assume that has only a discrete spectrum. Ve can

write,

«i-«) an(4-ej

H  is a constant that has to be determined by the initial conditions. This 

is very similar to the non relativistic problem where the total energy of the 

system is an arbitrary constant of the motion, determined by the initial 

conditions. However, there is an important difference between the two problems. 

In the non relativistic case we can arrange the initial conditions in such 

a way that the energy of the system will take any value prescribed by us.

In the relativistic problem the initial conditions are on the masses. Ve do 

not know how to create particle states with arbitrary masses; we can use only 

the given mass states of elementary particles. Another difference is that 

while we believe that for a given process, different values of the total 

energy do not,basically, change the physics, we interpret different mass 

states as corresponding to physically different processes. Hence, in gereral, 

different choices of initial conditions ( I) will correspond to different 

mass spectra.

From Eq. (61), the condition that must be Imposed if the center of 

mass is to be interpreted as a particle state, i»,

(11-62) - 4 - £ » « ( >

Thus, we admit only maas exitations that satisfy:

This condition will be satisfied in all Lorent* frames ( is Lorentz

invariant).
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For example, let us pick the following "initial" condition:

(11-63) I  * ' ^  

w
is taken to be the quark mass. We obtain the mass spectrum of two-quark 

composite states,

di-64) * i » -  , E * » - g

If we assume relativistic harmonic oscillator interaction between quarks,

we obtain the spectrum,

(11-65)  'tot.JW  "  =  +

The spacing between adjacent mass-levels is,

(11-66)

Note that for sufficiently weak coupling (small X ), the quark masses may be 

quite large and still lead to finite masses of the composite objects (mesons). 

In fact, in the limit X-»0 , M  -» m  , all the spectrum becomes admissible 

(we admit all n such that - | ^ H <  o» ). Another property of the harmonic 

oscillator spectrum is that masses coalesce in the limit «« , i.e..

Observe that we can start the spectrum from instead of

by choosing the condition h.*0 . I n  this case M  can be interpreted as 

the lowest lying meson mass.
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An example of the mass spectrum is illustrated in figure 9.

As can be seen from Fig. 9, different choices of lead to different

spectra. This is the heart of our problem. We have to relate the value of 

4/ to the values of the observablas of the system, so that it be fixed 

by fixing the values of these observables (in a partcular experimental 

arrangement).

To clarify this point we consider the creation of a bound Rtate 

in a scattering process:

a + c b + d

Figure 10
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Object d is considered to be a two body bound state, whose evolution is 

generated by the operator K x -

(1 1 -68) K X * K  » v  ( X< - X )

Conservation of the total K T implies,

^•r " ^«,+ + ̂  

where we take the "initial" conditions:

‘•c •

Hence,

a . - ® )

As before, we associate the particle properties with the center ol mass of 

the outgoing composite object (d). Thus, the following condition has to be 

imposed:

(n-70) ? aw  = « 0

i.e.,

AM
Note that Yt „ depends only on the known masses (  ̂ and the

relative spectrum ( £n<). The non-observable properties are associated with 

the value of for the process. This value may be shifted by an arbitrary
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constant. However, such shift will not affect the value of ? (it cancels 

because all Jfc/s are shifted). Hence, given and measuring the observed

masses tti. ta. Wl. , one obtains a unique mass spectrum for the composite 

system d.



Finally, we would like to suggest an experimental test of the idea

of wave functions in space-time (implied by our theory).

"he most direct test of the spatial properties of wave packets ir.

t^e nor. relativistic theory is the interference experiment. Our theory preiicts

exactly the same results (as the non relativistio theory) for these experiments.

It also gives definite predictions as to the coherence of the wave functions

in time. This totally new feature is the subject of the proposed,interference

in iiir.e type experiments.

We enptiasize that interference in time car,not be predicted on the

basis of the Galilean theory. In non relativistic quantum theory, the time is

considered to be a parameter labelling the Hilbert spaces . } of square

integrable functions over Ri . The relative phase between arl

r cannot be determined in the Galilean world; these distinct

Hilbert spaces may be thought of as totally incoherent, A somewhat more

intuitive argument is that if we take any wave function 'f' (t) , multiply

wit
it by a tiae uependent phase fc. (with no spatial dependence), and 

substitute it in the Schroedinger equation, the result is equivalent to 

shifting the Hamiltonian by a constant (at). Uos't t.|-e l.ino-n1 .‘f a  

wave fu-j'.ior. is not an observable attribute of e non ri-litivi =;j>. .ivsteir..

Furthermore, this effect cannot be predicted on the basis of tne 

Dirac and Klein-Gordon theories. The reason is that the propagators for the

3
Dirac an-1 Klein Gordon wave functions require integration only over R .ar.d 

hence there is no kinematical constraint on the relative phases of these 

wave functions in tiiee either

In contrast, the propagation of a relativistic wave function is
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6. Interference Phenomena
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(11-7-1)

given by,

and satisfies Huygens* principle in space-time. In fact, the path integral 

formalism is highly suggestive of interference type experiments; its

construction in termc of the sum over sequences of slits in space ' and

(2^)time leads naturally to the question of the existence of interference

t
p a t e r ns due to coherence in time.

We first consider the configuration of figure 11* with a source of 

particle events at a distance £  to the left of the yz plane (x-O) in the 

neighbourhood of a space-time point x f  , and a detector parallel to the 

yz plane at x=L, We shall calljlate the signal expected on the detector plans, 

assuming full coherence of the incident wave function, due to a sequence of 

"apertures" distributed at points t J ^t,> in the aPer't'ire Plane x=0.

For initial ( T  * 0 ) wave packet centred at x £  we take the

( Of.\
minimal form ,

f
ai-72) £  (taxa/azat)

_  _  C2 ^ z / _  ( t i t /  [
Mat* J

where is tine-like. The free particle satisfies the Heisenberg equatio:e

i s !  -  s!£t -  j t  ^  - £ .
d T-73 ; ■ m  , 3?r ~ ?p* ” m

so that, eliminating i t  , one obtains the usual relativistic result

J.*}

(5)

JL»l -  -  ( c-P’-x
fTT'741 Ta~»- “p5 O’1' 7 T ' C \ E /
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Th» oontrs of the wave packet will therefore arrive nl the plane of the 

aperture (x=0 ) at

(IT-75) t. -

and at the detector (x=0 ) at

MlM)
( 11- 76) T, -  —^ —

X

Treating the aperture as a characteristic function, for small aperture 

parameters t » the vave function at the detector resulting from

the propagation of ' K W  by is<
%  \  yA 

“ *Tth ^ \  anivtjif

t J l ]  «>t |  , - i lv  t e i d ' H K j 1- ‘ *(< -‘ 4

(11-77)

where

(11-78) ot* *
. 3H&

v s .

* 1  * \ ••
. an ax1 
1 "X t ,

«***
4 -

AMA** 

k *.T,

u>
II 1-

. AMAlf

u T / :.
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In summing over the contributions du«* to an arrangement of apertures 

at U- . 7. , t. , in the DJane x-0, interference effects to be observed atJi k I.

(y, t, t) on tl.e detector plane at x=L can be sharp only if the wave packet 

is appreciable at x= /, ir a small neighbourhood of T, and at r.=L ir. a sr.*ll 

neighbourhood of '1' ; contributions to the interference pattern from 

different values of X  add incoherently. The greatest sensitivity to these 

variations is in the coefficients of , Z ^  and ^  in Eq. (77); we require 

that

< n "7,) f f t -  ML ar< “•¥*•*-1

where A X *  • AX. are the spreads in x of the wave packet at the detector 
B *

and the aperture respectively. The last approximate equalities of Eq. (73) are 

due to the second tert of the Gaussian cut-off factor in Eq. (77) (and the 

corresponding result that one can calculate for the structure of the wave 

packet at the aperture). With the help of Eq. (75), (76) and (?8 ) (replace ^  

by X 1* at the aperture in JLh ), we find that

(ii-ao)
’ u '

'AX'.*

i f f -  iftt* W f f H

( t f -  ( tU f
so that Eq, (79) can be easily satisfied (these conditions are essentially 

the same as for the Galilean problem). In the same way, contributions to a 

sum over ^  . 2, , and are limited to
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( n - 8D  f

AZ?+(AjL)V 

4 t f *  ^*(itltt

It is clear from Eq. (81) that spacing in will have to be very snail if

interference effects in tine are to be observable.

Due to the restrictions (Eq. (81)), we shall ignore quadratic terms 

in , Z.-k , and • Collecting linear phase factors, the amplitude

contributing to the intensity at X^ (x=L) is effectively

d i - 82) cxp|- ^ [ ^ ( ^ V * z , ( z < ) - c \ ( t - t ' ) ] j  f

where ^  , 2.' , i! depend linearly on , Z t , tft respectively.

In the following we present two simple examples (since these exa®ples are 

concerned with one-particle wave functions, and the aperture is assumed to be 

r.or.-polarizing, the spin of the particles involved »!!!. play no essential

Example 1. Double Slit in Time

Integrating over provides a spatially trivial aperture on

the x=f plane; opening the aperture at t, ahd "tg, where 1 , * £ , leads

to the double slit (see Pig. 12) interference pattern

-t)
(11-83) t  t *  ,

where the time between maxima :s given by

£ P, C

For 10 ev electrons, with L of the order of 1 cm. , the investigation of 

Eq. (84) would require generation and detection of signals of periods of the 

order of 10-11-10-12 sec.

-10

Example 2. Alternating Double Slit

Consider the configuration of Fig. 13 where eZ has been integrate.! 

over, corresponding to a spatial double slit along the y direction opor.ei at 

alternate times. The interference pattern is given by

(11-95) t*p{ + of

= A  [ 4 +  a s  £

where •

The interference pattern.Eq. (85), is a running wave with period given by 

Eq (84) and wave-length

(11-86)

- 1  n
Far 10 ev elootr.; s, tlie relation (36) prrdi-tz ar. :r i-or; eri. c -  ».th

a wave length of about 1 mm. apart. Note that in the Galilean limit, no spatia. 

interference pattern would be observable in this configuration.
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With the help of Eq. (?5 ) and (76), the parameters V  ard M  of 

the relativistic theory cancel out in Eq. (7?) and all of the lat.er calculat..ons 

(only the ratio appears). Our result should be valid quite generally if

a one-particle relativistic quantum mechanical description is applicable to 

r.atural phenomena.

We note that the "current" in the plane of the detector,

<n-e7)

%  -

for example 2 , is proportional to — t? 4*'---- times the interference
M -  C«

distribution (Eq. (85))- This "current" corresponds tc an actual effective 

drift current along the detector plane, since Is prcportimal +,n the

transit time of the free vave packets. A similar result is found for inter

ference patterns in the Galilean theory; however, in our case.J-^ is time- 

dependent with frequency T  1 , and we therefore expect electromagnetic 

radiation from the detector plane, with phase controlled by Eq. (85) (for 

sufficiently high beam intensity).

We remark that although the numbers associated with Eq. (B4) appear

rather challenging at the present time, the use of current controlled device;

(27)
might offer significant Improvement . Vsing the relation I=nvAe , wtis.re 

e is the charge per carrier, n the carrier density, v their velocity, and A 

the tu'css-sectional area, one obtains

T  ~  ' AL\
(IT-88) I *  l-5“!C ‘ i / f

22 3 -10 
where I is in amperes, and we have taken n = iO /css * e = 1.6*10 'coul*

For AL » I ^ &nt* could be of the order of micro-

soeonds.

Figure 11a

Figu?e 11b
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We have proceeded to quantize* the theory by the path integral 

method. The Schroedin^er equation.** were derived for a number of 

cases. The transition amplitude was calculated for the free case 

(its properties are further discussed in appendix B). £s expected 

(from the discussion of the classical theory), the Schroedinger 

equation gives rise also to non particle-like solutions. To char

acterize the- particle-like solutions ve have imposed certain asymp

totic conditions. These conditions were analyzed in detail. The 

relation between our particle-like solutions and the solutions of 

the Klein-Gordon equation was clarified. In order to obtain solu

tions that are localized in space-time, ve he to give up the n o 

tion of a particle wave function a* element of an irreducible r e 

presentation of the Poincare group (they are not sharp in mass).

We n a v e  discussed the possibility of constructing the mass spec

trum for composite systems with internal interactions. An extension 

to a field theory for the composite system (second quantization of 

the center of mass) can be made using the method of K a r r ^ ^ ’ (not 

discussed here) .

‘We have proposed an experimental test of the notion of wave 

funct4Jns in space-time, using interference type experiaenfcs (in time).

7. Summary
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Appondix A. " ATH-gT " Uncertainty Relation

The derivation is formally analogous to that of the- " A c - f t "

(23)
uncertainty relation in the non relativistic theory •

Let A be an observable with no explioit X  dependence. Frors the 

Heisenberg equations we obtain

(11-89)

A  and K, ape non commating liermitian operators. It can easily be shown 

that they satisfy the following inequality.

(II-?0 )

where <a4 >

Hence,

( n - y i ) A A A K _  4 A A K
<TA»<1> 7xr

ami

(11-52) A A AK > *
£rc

>  3L

A  A  measures the spread of the values of the observable A  in the cor

responding wave packet* It is divided by the rate of change (in V  ) of 'the 

expectation value of A  in *■*>• wave packet. The ratio gives the characteristic 

scale of change, rr. f of the expectation vaiae of over its possible

values In th*» v*v*
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Tlmr,

Thin Iwi'ia Tor nil .rbservables associated witli U,<: ;yslm.

This uncertainty relation has a very simple meaning for U.e bound 

state problem where

(II-”a) K= + Ku(

If we restrict ourselves to eigenstates of |(^ (i.e., the eigenvalues of 

K t  are dispersion freo), we obtain,

C11-9 4 ) ,  £„

awl

(ix-35) A V K  =  [ <  -  < k / ] *  = f t

Hence, in the uncertainty relation we can replace A K  by »

<"■« fr.rnM.il J I

We define <Tr to be the characteristic scale (of V  ) associated with the 

change of values of a set of quantum numbers characterizing the stats

(that is, the average n life-timen of the state). We arrive at the relation,

cn-97) A t  ^  ^

Particle properties are associated with the aenter of nass. This implies

that the wave packet is fairly concentrated about some value of the

mass. Also, from our classical discussion it follows that the constant M
j, —  j

fixes the scale of T with respect to proper time. For i“1 • hi' , C  is 

identified with the proper time for the center of mass (the partible).

Thus, we have obtained an approximate relation between the mass spread of 

a composite particle and its proper life-time,

(II-9B) ^ 1 0 0 * 1

Note that this automatically assures equal life-times for composite particles 

and antiparticles (differ only by the sign of
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Apper.'lix B . Representations of the Free Propagator 

Let us look at the free propagator

(11-99) < r .O '- * '; t ) -  <*,T | e * KT|x ;o > -  \{^xf [ t | j  

The propagator is diagonal in momentum space, i.e.,

(11-100) 5 . tP ,t )=  < f , i | « ' i< T |P ,o > -

In the general case the causal propagator is defined as,

(11-101) G*(r) = ~ > 0

& \ l )  * 0  z <°

( C*® - * )
r-»o+

The TT" independent propagator is defined as a Fourier transform of the 

causal propagator ( G+ ) or as a Laplace transform of the propagator ( G ),

(11-102) = f t * Sr 4r -1 t *(S+K) Iv
J-oe o

Wfe assume that the integral is well defined (we consider G+ operating on a 

wave function for which the integral is defined)* In this case it can be 

calculated by replacing S — ) Lfc (this has the effect of adding a smal- 

imaginary mass). Ve get

di-103) G-+W  ■ iTijTa ^S->c

-8k-

In the free enne thi:: implies,

(IT-104) G-/IS) s li - f n s r ^ -------

- s + U ,
SH

If we take , ,

C ’**<- 
‘> ~ o!M

( i"5 ,;V’e rew variable, i'i , C are coRStan..s1, tl'’f

(i i-ioj) <5-0 I ) = (,?,A- f A)-'ka ci + it

A

The mass operator —  |( has a continuous spectrum ( - " , t  °o ), and therefore 

the propagator exhibits a cut along the real axis (in f plane)* However, w* 

are interested in particle states for which we had the constraint condition

( n - 2 8) '  M^C.*

or.

- j  V * ®  ? * % { $ ) £ ?  = M  c

If we go to the mass-momentum representation, the* ;>bove relation tafc*”? the 

f orm

if

But, we also had

(IT-50)
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< IT-106) f W J -  M a

We calculate the expectation value of G*(i) between single particle states

m - 107) < T | & 0W >  = < ^ > <  P i  C (* F >  < P l t >  =

- [ i v m - t r *  -  -
*J h  “ S + •>£ J *'■. _ c + it

and

( 1 1 - 1 0 M  < Y |  C j V ) ! T >  =  i M i . f o V '  =

m - ' W - H  it

= AM I  f  < W *  — I  ffa1) - 
J In'*- in4* i£

For spread over an interval, the propagator exhioits a cut. This cut

looks like a pole for yn?~ far from the interval.

If we are interested only in momentum space behaviour of free- 

partial e states, wo can take the sharp mass limit (for all T  ), i.e.

jVJ - (T(V-Ma)

In this rase we obtain

(n-ioo) < 7 l G o+ 0 n ? ) | t >  = -j

The result agrees with that of Feynman ar.d exhibits a pole at the mass

( M * )  of the particle.
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